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Stand in the Way of a Good Story”

Run # 1067- Aug 8th, 2019
Hare(s): TNT
Location: Mount Calvary Lutheran Church
Prelube: Tony Roma’s
On On: Tony Roma’s
Scribe: Sir Mobey’s of Dickus

Scratchy bush or born again virgin?
Apparently it has been a couple (many) years since
Scratchy has been out, as many did not know her.
But I can vouch she is no virgin – welcome back!
Good stuff or gross stuff?
The arrows on the cooler seemed to be backwards as
beer was on the gross side and wine and coolers on
good side. But it was nice to have signs. The signs
took on a whole new meaning when Don’t Know
Dick sat on the cooler with same arrows pointing to
her nether regions. Only feasible answer is it was all
good stuff.

Your gracious scribe had little to write so instead just
wrote down the thoughts that were stuck in his brain.
Unlike another recent scribe that made you think and
basically write your own scribe, he has provided the
correct answers to these deep thoughts:
What was nicer – the weather or the trail?
It was hot and sunny and the trail was mostly winding
through the bush. A toss-up, but I’d say the trail would
have been fun regardless of the weather.

What is the better punishment - the plank or the
sleeve?
Both are reasonable punishments. Don’t Know Dick
and Scratchy Bush did admirable jobs on the sleeve
and got a little wet. But everybody gets wet in a
threesome. Winner is the plank.

Was I drunk or can I just not type?
I took some scribe reminder notes on my phone. Anybody
have the slightest f$&#’n idea what “eat t shots” means?
I'm blaming autocorrect and poor typing.

Small wine or big wine?

Who won – Crash or the trail?

If one 9 ounce glass of wine costs twice as much as
one six ounce glass of wine, which should you order?
Slippery and TNT – this is a trick question as the
answer is obviously beer.

I ran with Crash for a while. He is positively graceful on
the deer tracks with nary a stumble. Winner is Crash.
Required calcium intake or alcohol infusion?
Cum Liquor Snatch inhaled a pre-run Brown Cow. Deb
(not as near to being a virgin as she was 2 weeks ago)
enjoyed a paralyzer at the On On. I heard stories these
were required to build up calcium levels but I’m pretty sure
you can take calcium pills. So it’s obviously an alcohol
thing.

Or just constant whine?

Sir Cums - Innocent victim or deserving asshole?

It’s a “drinking club with a running problem”.
Enough said.

I could be wrong but it sure sounded like a lot of
whining going on and on about who should get the
Piss ‘N’ Moan shirt for whining. I think we re-award
the shirt to TNT.
Should you walk or run?

Just freshly back from Newfoundland, Sir Cums was
viciously assaulted by TNT in the circle. She even enlisted
Deb to join her in her splashing rampage. He has
obviously never done anything to deserve this
– Innocent victim

Vicious animal or house cat?
I did not witness the beast, but I find it hard to
believe that fluffy the house cat bore a resemblance
to a coyote, lynx or wolverine. Maybe a cougar?
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What you get:
Would you rather have Cum Liquor Snatch from the
rear or Sir Mobey’s from the front?

Haberdashery

I don’t know about everyone else but I can tell you
that the poor little deer that showed up on our trail did
not want anything to do with those options and looked
quite panicked at the prospect of either. Correct
answer is both would be wonderful though.

A place to park your motorhome, camper, tent for 2 nights. No
camping services. Or you crash in the hall on the floor or
possibly face down on the grass outside

Hopscotch or scotch hop?

Hot Dog lunch Saturday

Curb Crawler and I would have happily hopped for a
good scotch. But the hopscotch was fun, especially
the giggling hare that went along with it.

Some kind of dinner Saturday

They missed us or they stumbled to the same drinking
hole as us?
Good to see Wet Spot, Cum Honour, Wrecked Anal
and friend show up at the On On. They missed us😊,
they really, really missed us.
Should I come out to the 2 2 toga run and CAMPU?
Of course

Hall has toilets
Continental breakfast Saturday Morning.

Some kind of egg thing Sunday morning and leftover booze
All of this for the low low early bird Fee of $60 (only until
August 16th then we jack the price $$$ so don't delay)
If you would like to come for only 1 day its $60
- but wait if you order before the early bird cut off you can
come for both days and save $60 ;)
The weekend is RDH3's year end when we change
mismanagement, play games, drink, socialize, relax, drink and
drink and play drinking games with drinks. BYOB

ONON,
Mobey

Etransfer Chips A Whore $60 (Early Bird fee) before August
16th at chrball69@gmail.com

Upcuming Runs
Run # 1068 - Aug 15, 2019
Hare(s) Lady Cum See My Box
Location: 4617 63 st across from Metalstrip (Directly
below Parkland mall)
Prelube: Mr. Mikes’s
On On: JD’s

Do not miss this awesome event!
Also send nominations for;
RA Hash Cash Treasurer Swill Miester Haberdashery
Also vote for favorite scribe and Run of the year
Chips A Whore

Run #1069 22-Aug Slppery When Wet
Run #1070 29-Aug Curb Crawler

reply sender - about helping with set up/clean up and
everything in between

Run #1071 Sept 5, Whore Sleigher
Save the date “Lucky 13th Annual CampU”

CampU
Sept 6th- 8th
CAMPU REGISTRATION OPEN
Where: Hardendale Hall Rocky Mtn House
Please join us for RDH3's Annual Camping
weekend.
Central Alberta Mega Piss Up
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